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Welcome

Welcome to our Annual Conference and my thanks 
for your attendance and support today.

Today we will tell you a little of what we have done in 
the past year and since our last conference but most 
importantly our plans for the future to produce a long 
term Energy Strategy for the Solent with local business 
benefit being at the very heart of what we are trying  
to deliver.

In the morning you will hear from our experts who 
have developed an Energy Strategy for the Solent and 
we will launch “Greentech South”, the very first EU 
accredited Energy and Environment Cluster in the UK.

In the afternoon you will hear from our Key Note 
Speaker Quentin Scott of Low Carbon who is 
responsible for translating complex renewable energy 
concepts into consumer friendly propositions and 
offers. Quentin will explain the partnership Low 
Carbon has established with Ben Ainslie Racing.

Following this you will have the chance to attend 
three sessions on a RoundTable basis to hear from 
experts in raising finance, setting up renewable energy 
projects, finding business opportunities across the 
globe, plus a lot more to help you with your plans. 
Please let us know if you have a great idea or a 
burning issue to present and we will do our best to 
create a RoundTable slot for you.

There will also be plenty of time to visit our Expo to 
hear first-hand how companies have won funding to 
develop innovative low carbon products and other 
exhibitors who can help you with your own projects. 
In addition we have set time aside for networking over 
the breaks and at the end of the day.

Today is all about us hearing from you on what you 
would like to see in the next year and beyond from 

Future Solent to maintain the momentum created  
in the last three years and how you can benefit from 
and engage with Greentech South and our  
Energy Strategy.

We will be announcing the launch of the “David 
Green Award”, which will be awarded to an 
individual, company or community group that we 
consider embodies the essence of David and what he 
was trying to achieve through Ecoisland. David Green 
was a board member of Future Solent, and as many 
of you will know, had terrific insight and vision for a 
low carbon Solent. He worked tirelessly to establish 
the Ecoisland initiative on the Isle of Wight with 
infectious enthusiasm and inspiring passion. We share 
David’s values and his vision for a low carbon future. 
The David Green Award has been created as a legacy 
to his memory. 

Finally, today would not be possible without the 
generosity of our main sponsor Scottish and Southern 
Energy Power Distribution together with the University 
of Portsmouth, Eastleigh Borough Council and 
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce, who have all 
provided expertise, guidance and a great deal of their 
personal time in promoting renewable energy across 
the Solent.

My thanks also to our Board members and partners 
who have given up so much time to support Future 
Solent and the delivery of its ambitions.

Stewart Dunn
Chair of Future Solent 
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0850 Video from the Future Solent Conference of 2014

0905
Welcome to the 2015 Conference 
Future Solent Update

Stewart Dunn, Chair of Future Solent and 
Chief Executive of the Hampshire Chamber of 
Commerce

0920 
House keeping 
Round table introductions

Emma Paxton, Event facilitator

0930 Launch of the David Green Award
Presented by Andy Stanford-Clark,  
Master Inventor IBM

0945 Greentech South Launch Anna Parry, Greentech South Cluster Manager 

0955 Round table discussion on what Greentech South should offer business

1015 Refreshment Break Visit the Expo

1045 An Energy Strategy for the Solent
Ben Earl Southern Water, Future Solent Lead 
on Energy Strategy

1100
Connecting your Energy to the Grid
Barriers and how to overcome them

Alex Howison, Scottish and Southern Energy 
Power Distribution

1115

A Business Opportunity 
The Solent Solar Panel Project

Dr Alan Whitehead MP

Simon Letts, Leader of Southampton City 
Council

Colin Rowland, Southampton City Council 
Project Leader

Professor AbuBakr Bahaj, University of 
Southampton

1200 Round table discussion – Energy Strategy and How you can be involved 

1220 Lunch / Networking / Visit expo

1350 Feedback from the morning sessions Stewart Dunn

1405 Keynote Speaker Quentin Scott, Low Carbon

1435 Introduce Round table Hot Topics Emma Paxton Event Facilitator

1440 Round 1
See next page for a list of topics.  
Choose 3 to attend. 

1505 Round 2

1530 Round 3 

1555 Final comments and invitation to the Reception Stewart Dunn

1600 Drinks reception 

1700 Close

 

Itinerary



Choose 3 hot topic sessions to attend. Each will 
last 25 minutes. 

The sessions will be repeated so if the table is full you 
will get another opportunity.

We will try and keep it informal and flexible. A drinks 
reception will take place at 4pm giving you further 
opportunities to catch those you missed.

Each table host will outline their topic for 5 to 10 
minutes and then its over to you to ask away.  

Table Number 

1. Solent Growth Hub – Ray Cobb - Ray has many 
years experience in helping businesses apply for 
grants and other funds. Ray will outline the ways 
you can give yourself the best chance of success.

2. Solent LEP – Steve Futter - Steve has managed 
the Bridging the Gap fund for a number of years 
and will help you avoid the mistakes that lead to 
a failed bid. If you are submitting an application 
to the Bridging the Gap fund then this session is 
definitely for you.

3. Hampshire Community Bank – Kostas 
Voutsinas - Kostas is one of the local team 
setting up the new Bank which hope to commence 
trading in 2016 and he will be talking to SMEs 
looking for business loans for specific projects.

4. Innovate UK and The Enterprise Europe 
Network – Tim Benzie - Tim has many years’ 
experience in finding EU partners for UK 
companies, as well as helping UK companies 
take their product to the EU market. Tim now has 
expertise in Innovate UK programmes and will 
show you the correct funding programme and 
offer guidance along the way.

5. Greentech South – Anna Parry - Come and tell 
us what you want from the new cluster, hear what 
we can offer your business.

6. Southern Water – Ben Earl – Saving Water and 
Energy - Hear how your business can reduce costs 
and receive a FREE audit and retrofit

7. Lymington Solar Farm – How it was set up and 
the hurdles they overcame. 

8. LoToNo – 10,000 Innovation Vouchers for SMEs 
with Low Carbon projects.

9. Meet The Academic – University of Southampton 
-10 Researchers showcasing PhD research into 
Cities and Energy. 

10. Meet The Academic - University of Portsmouth 
- 2 tables – Sustainable Construction, decision-making 
processes during building design, construction and 
operation and using operational research, 
logistics and artificial intelligence in your business.

11. Meet The Academic - Southampton Solent 
University - Opportunities from the circular economy.

12. Internet of Things – What is it, what’s happening 
and how quickly. Three of the Solent’s leading 
experts are happy to share the future of this – 
Andy Stanford-Clark, Chris Cooper and Nick 
Allott will explain more.

13. Measure Your Energy – Ben Murphy - If you 
can’t measure it you can’t save it – One of our 
leading local companies leading the way in 
energy reduction.

14. Resilient Web – Julia Pearson – Julia was a 
successful partner in the Green Growth Grant 
programme helping all the SMEs she worked with 
to win a Green Grant or better. 

15. Environmental Technology Verification – Do 
you need to prove that a new product or service 
reduces carbon emissions? Here is the organisation 
that will help. 

16. Planning a Renewable Energy Project? Charles 
Burt of Gep Environmental and Colin Rowland of 
Southampton City Council have done exactly that. 
Hear how.

17. Lotono Alumni Table – With Anna Traylor

18. UKTI SE – Grow your business across the Globe. 
What are the funds and other support? 

Plus a couple of ‘pop up’ tables if you have a burning 
issue or idea you want to promote – but let us know 
so we can tell people what it is.  
Or visit one of the 25 expos.
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Speaker Profiles for the Future Solent Conference 2015
Stewart Dunn 
- Chair of Future Solent 
Stewart was appointed as CEO of Hampshire 
Chamber of Commerce in February 2014. 
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce is the 
‘Independent Voice of Local Business’ across 
the County and is part of the larger business 
networks in the UK by being an Accredited 
Member of the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC).

The Chamber is a business support organisation that boosts 
substantial member benefits including international trade 
documentation, lobbying, Government and influencing policy on 
a wide range of issues from business rates to skills and taxation.

Current projects include promoting export and opening new 
markets, delivering local growth through the Solent Growth Hub 
which signposts business to finance and training programmes.

In addition, our other membership programmes include a busy 
and vibrant events programme, training and marketing support.

Stewart has extensive business knowledge following a long career 
in Regional Newspapers at Senior Management level that included 
management buy outs and development of a £35M move to a 

greenfield site. Stewart became Chair of Future Solent in 2015.

Professor Andy Stanford Clark 

is IBM’s chief software architect for 
the Internet of Things. He is an IBM 
Distinguished Engineer, and “Master 
Inventor” with more than 40 patents. Andy 
is based at IBM’s Hursley Park laboratories 
near Winchester, and specialises in Internet of 
Things technologies, particularly applied to 
the energy industry. He has interests in home energy monitoring and 
home automation. Andy has a BSc in Computing and Mathematics, 
and a PhD in Computer Science. He is an honorary professor of 
the University of East Anglia, a visiting professor at the University of 
Newcastle and a Fellow of the British Computer Society. 

Anna Parry – Greentech South 
Project Manager

Anna joined the team in January 2015 from 
a background in the waste management 
and resource efficiency industry. She has 
experience of working in both the public 
and private sector, as well as running 
her own company. Anna has a degree in 
Economics and Geography and a M.Sc. in Environmental Resource 
Management, both from the University of Portsmouth.

Ben Earl 
is the Water Efficiency Manager for 
Southern Water where he is developing 
future strategy, implementing new business 
models and delivering ambitious water 
efficiency targets as part of its new Business 
Plan. Ben is the Future Solent Board 
Sponsor for the Solent Energy Strategy.

Before working for a Utility, Ben was Climate Change Advisor and 
then Environmental Affairs Manager for B&Q where he delivered 
key business sustainability targets and improvements to products 
purchased by customers. Ben’s early career was spent working for 
several politicians before a fundraising and communications role 
for the Woodland Trust, and a Director position at Oxfordshire 
based Earth Trust followed.

Alex Howison 
is a Project Manager for Scottish and 
Southern Energy Power Distribution, 
primarily responsible for the LCNF Solent 
Achieving Value through Efficiency (SAVE) 
Project. One of the largest of its kind, 
the project is based in the Solent and 
aims to trial and establish to what extent 
energy efficiency measures can be considered as a cost effective, 
predictable tool for managing peak demand as an alternative to 
network reinforcement. 

Experienced in and passionate about the changing energy world, 
Alex has worked in the electricity industry for 17 years. The 
majority of this time has been spent with SSEPD, the distribution 
network operator responsible for central southern England. Alex 
assumed the position of Stakeholder Engagement Manager 
for the distribution area in 2012 before moving into the Future 
Networks division in 2014. He specialises in electricity networks, 
engagement, resilience and innovations projects. 

Dr. Alan Whitehead -  
MP Shadow DECC Minister 

Alan graduated with a degree in Politics 
and Philosophy from Southampton 
University and went on to achieve a Ph.D. 
in Political Science. In 1980 he became 
a city councillor and then Leader of the 
Council when Labour took control in 1984.

Alan was nominated by the Labour Party to stand for the swing 
seat of Southampton Test in the early 1980s. He made solid progress 
in the seat in 1987 and 1992, and finally won in 1997. Alan was 
re-elected as the Labour MP for Southampton Test in 2015 with 
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an increased majority. In December 1999, he was appointed as 
Parliamentary Private Secretary to Baroness Blackstone, Minister for 
Higher and Post-16 Education. From June 2001- May 2002 he served 
as Minister in the Department for Transport, Local Government and 
the Regions, responsible for Local Government, the Regions and the 
Fire Service.

His special interests now include further and higher education, local 
government, constitutional affairs, the environment, energy and 
transport policy. 

Prior to becoming a Shadow DECC Minister, Alan was the Chair of 
PRASEG, the Associate Parliamentary Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Group and Co-Chair of APSRG, the Associate Parliamentary 
Sustainable Resource Group. Alan was a member of the 
Environmental Audit Select Committee in the last parliament. He was 
a member of the Energy and Climate Change Select Committee until 
he become a Shadow DECC Minister in September 2015. 

He is a Fellow of the Institute of Waste Management, and member of 
the Board for The Environment Centre (Southampton) and the Centre 
for the Third Age (Southampton). He is a Visiting Professor in the 
Faculty of Media, Arts and Society at Southampton Solent University.

Cllr Simon Letts - Leader of 
Southampton City Council

Cllr Simon Letts was appointed Leader 
of Southampton City Council on 15 
May 2013. Councillor Letts has lived in 
Southampton since 1981 having come to 
the city to study Chemistry at the University. 
Upon Graduation he set up a small 
business developing real time game simulations. He first joined 
the Council in 1991 as a member for the Millbrook ward soon 
after he trained as a Science teacher and has taught in local 
schools for twenty years. He met his partner Carolyn in 1993 and 
they live in Freemantle with their two children Owen and Emma. 
Since 2006 Cllr Letts has represented the Bitterne Ward.

Outside of politics he volunteers for a local children’s charity and 
enjoys sport, reading and occasional visits to the cinema, theatre 
and pub where he enjoys a good pint of real ale. 

Professor AbuBakr S Bahaj, 
Professor of Sustainable Energy, 
Southampton University and 
Future Solent Board Member.

AbuBakr Bahaj leads the 55-strong 
Energy and Climate Change Division at 
the University of Southampton, where he 
completed his PhD, progressing from a researcher to a Personal 
Chair in Sustainable Energy. For more than 25 years, Professor 
Bahaj has pioneered sustainable energy research and established 
the energy theme within the University. His major research 

programmes can be found at www.energy.soton.ac.uk. These 
include Cities and Infrastructure, Data and Modelling, Energy 
and Behaviour, Energy and Buildings, Energy for Development, 
Environmental Impacts, Microgeneration Technologies and 
Renewable Energy (Solar Photovoltaics and Marine Energy). 
Professor Bahaj’s work has resulted in over 270 articles, published 
in academic refereed journals and conference series of international 
standing. In 2012, Prof Bahaj was appointed Chief Scientific 
Advisor to Southampton City Council-the UK’s Science Council 
named him as one of the UK’s 100 leading practising scientists.

Colin Rowland  - Waste, Fleet 
and Sustainability Manager – 
Southampton City Council 

Colin has spent nearly 30 years developing 
waste and sustainability strategies and 
delivering projects for a number of local 
authorities. For the past 3 years he has been 
leading the development and delivery of a 
strategic low carbon energy programme for Southampton featuring 
a number of large scale projects involving other public sector 
partners and the commercial sector. 

His recent achievements include the implementation of a corporate 
energy programme delivering significant ongoing savings, and the 
development of a large scale district energy scheme for one of the 
Council’s housing estates. He has also supported the development 
of national and regional energy partnerships.

Quentin Scott of Low Carbon 
(Key Note Speaker)

More than 16 years in the 
telecommunications and technology sectors 
has given Quentin a comprehensive 
understanding of how the marketing 
mix is applied by UK and multinational 
companies. As well as IBM and O2, his 
most recent appointment prior to Low Carbon was BlackBerry, 
for which he was UK Marketing Director. A key responsibility for 
Quentin at Low Carbon is to translate complex renewable energy 
concepts into consumer friendly propositions and offers.

Low Carbon has formed a long term partnership with Land 
Rover BAR (Ben Ainslie Racing) as the team’s official Renewable 
Energy Partner. Low Carbon is providing the team base with clean 
renewable energy derived from a high quality roof top solar 
implementation. The partnership is also focussed on extending 
influence into the community to support an understanding and 
adoption of renewable energy as a critical component in the effort 
to mitigate the effects of Climate Change.
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Expo
BEN AINSLIE RACING – Land Rover BAR 

The new base at the Camber in Portsmouth is now complete. A 
visitor centre showcasing the sport, innovation, technology and 
sustainability is at the heart of the base, and will welcome schools 
and community groups. Visitors will experience the construction and 
on-going operation of the team’s America’s Cup boats first-hand. In 
accordance with the team’s sustainability goals the base has bene 
built to the BREEAM Excellent standard.

BOWMAN POWER 

Southampton based SME who are now a world leader in advanced 
exhaust energy recovery techniques for diesel, gas, and dual-fuel 
engines for use in power generation.

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK AND INNOVATE UK 

The world’s largest business support network with contacts, contracts 
and partners from the globe. Specialising in technology offers and 
request. As part of Innovate UK we can also offer you access to all the 
Innovate UK funds plus their specialist training programmes. 

ENVIRONMENTAL TREATMENT CONCEPTS 

A Fareham company that is in the forefront of the research into the 
ecological and economical treatment of hard water.

EU DIRECT 

The Local office of the Network of centres and expert speakers that 
exist in every EU country giving information/advice on rights under EU 
law and EU policy

GEP ENVIRONMENTAL 

GEP deliver an integrated end to end service from strategic 
organisational support to technical site and building solutions.  
GEP Environmental works with clients to ensure continual improvement 
of their environmental credentials coupled with reduction in energy/
resource usage and carbon emissions. Our optimised designs and 
specifications encompass latest technical innovations and  
best practice.

GEMMA LIGHTING

Portsmouth based Gemma Lighting Limited was established to 
create an innovative concept for environmentally friendly lighting 
requirements. Drawing on vast experience of LED Technology 
since 2003, the team at Gemma Lighting have been designing, 
developing and manufacturing a new generation of LED lighting 
solutions for numerous applications, both indoors and out.

GRAITEC

Graitec provides the training, support and local expertise needed to 
help companies realise the full power of Autodesk and Graitec design 
technology, increase their productivity, maximise ROI and gain a 
competitive advantage.

GREEN GROWTH PLATFORM 

Much more than just a green business network, we provide green 
businesses with the support they need to take them to the next level.

HAMPSHIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

One of the biggest regional business networks in the country and 
Hampshire’s leading business organisation. Come and ask us what 
we can offer you and your business. 

LOTONO

Join LoToNo to access innovation, solve your waste challenges, 
improve your environmental standing and optimise your supply 
chain. By working together we can tackle the most pressing 
challenges and share the rewards. Innovation Vouchers to develop 
your low carbon project are still available.

MEASURE MY ENERGY

Showing you where and when you spend money on energy –  
if you can’t measure it you can’t save it. 

NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC CENTRE

The National Oceanography Centre (NOC) undertakes integrated 
ocean research and technology development from the coast to the 
deep ocean. Working with our partners we provide long-term  
marine science capability including: major facilities; sustained  
ocean observing, mapping and survey; data management,  
and scientific advice.

NQUIRING MINDS

Secure, Smart Data Management. We build products, from software 
to hardware, that make cities better at capturing, securing and using 
data —We have a secure platform and sensor technologies that 
enable broad reaching optimisation of workflows.

RECYCLED ASSETS COMPANY

Award winning Portsmouth SME who relocate businesses, take away 
the waste and recycle it, reuse it and reform it to create energy.  
We do this whilst providing meaningful work experience and 
employment opportunities to disadvantaged people.

SEAB

Award winning Southampton Anaerobic Digestion Company.
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Thank you

Thank you for coming today and have a good journey home. 
Please save the day in your diary for our 5th conference – Friday November 4th 2016
Remember to sign up for Greentech South here: www.greentechsouth.com

Contact and Further Information
www.futuresolent.org.uk

Richard Hall Richard@futuresolent.co.uk    07770 60 56 64
Anna Parry Anna@greentechsouth.co.uk  07825 14 41 47

SENICAL

Portsmouth based innovators providing solutions to the Distribution 
Network Operators.

SOLENT GROWTH HUB

Many businesses are unaware of the support and advice available 
to businesses in the Solent LEP region. At the Solent Growth Hub we 
aim to solve that problem by bringing all the pieces of the jigsaw 
together through our ‘One Stop Shop’ service. This free service 
is designed to help businesses navigate their way through the 
complexity of growth initiatives and opportunities.

SOLENT LEP

A locally-owned partnership between businesses and local 
authorities playing a central role in determining local economic 
priorities and undertaking activities to drive economic growth and 
the creation of local jobs.

SSE PD

Scottish and Southern Energy Power Distribution are the DNO 
(Distribution Network Operator) for Southern England ensuring the 
energy you need gets to your meter to light and heat your business 
and home. 

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS NETWORK OF HAMPSHIRE

Set up 10 years ago by the Local Authorities of Hampshire to help 
SMEs comply with environmental laws and reduce their energy, 
waste and water costs. With 900+ members the SBN is one of the 
largest sustainable networks in the UK. Join today for free. 

SUSTRANS

Working with business to provide safe, clean and cheaper travel.

TESLA

See the Electric Vehicle of the future available now – and very 
topical at the moment!

UKTI SE

Working with UK businesses to ensure success in International 
markets.

3 UNIVERSITIES

Portsmouth, Southampton and Southampton Solent. Meet the 
academics with expertise in sustainable construction, artificial 
intelligence, logistics, solar power, tidal energy and much more. 
Find out how they can give your business extra value.

UTILITYWISE

One of the UK’s leading business energy and water consultancies.


